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What’s New

*Stigma and intersectionality: a
systematic reviews of systematic reviews
across HIV/AIDS, mental illness, and
physical disability – BMC Public Health
Interventions to increase influenza
vaccination rates in those 60 years and
older in the community – Cochrane
Database of Systematic Reviews
Are technology-informed methods better
than traditional approaches in educating
patients? A meta-analysis – Health
Education Journal

Chronic Disease Prevention

*Is early measles vaccination associated
with stronger survival benefits than later
measles vaccination? – BMC Infectious
Diseases

The effects of medical marijuana laws on
cannabis-involved driving – Accident
Analysis and Prevention
The impact of texting on driver behavior
at rail level crossings – Accident Analysis
and Prevention

Shared Library Services Partnership

Omega-6 fats for the primary and
secondary prevention of cardiovascular
disease – Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews

*The effects of exercise referral schemes in
the United Kingdom in those with
cardiovascular, mental health, and
musculoskeletal disorders: a preliminary
systematic review – BMC Public Health
*Built and natural environment planning
principles for promoting health: an umbrella
review – BMC Public Health
Systematic review of interventions for
promoting active school transport –
Preventive Medicine
Development of a survey to assess local
health department organizational processes
and infrastructure for supporting obesity
prevention – Journal of Public Health
Management and Practice

Time matters: framing antismoking
messages using current smokers’ preexisting perceptions of temporal distance
to smoking-related health risks – Health
Communication

Environmental
Health

Injury Prevention

Health
Communication

Infectious Diseases

Dementia in Canada – CIHI

*The inter-annual variability of heat-related
mortality in nine European cities (19902010) – Environmental Health
*Fine particulate air pollution and adverse
birth outcomes: effect modification by
regional nonvolatile oxidative potential –
Environmental Health Perspectives

